August 11, 2020

Dear Majority Leader McConnell, Minority Leader Schumer, Senator Wicker and Senator Cantwell:

The undersigned organizations write to strongly support inclusion of the COVID-19 Compassion and Martha Wright Prison Phone Justice provisions, H.R. 6800, §§130701-03, in the next COVID-19 package enacted into law.

The COVID-19 Compassion and Martha Wright Prison Phone Justice Act is a critical piece of the next COVID-19 stimulus package. Prisons, jails, and detention centers are hot spots in the COVID-19 outbreak and families are desperate to connect with their incarcerated loved ones. But with visits still suspended in most facilities, significant numbers of incarcerated people remain isolated. The high cost of phone calls, video calls, and emails routinely put families into debt. In the current economic crisis—weekly jobless claims continue to reveal over 30 million people unemployed—these high costs will have even more dire consequences for families and public health.

Once adopted, this legislation would immediately reduce rates for voice calls, capping the cost of all calls at $0.04 per minute for prepaid calls and $0.05 per minute for collect calls, and prohibit unapproved fees and charges. It would also end site commissions, eliminating one of the ways in which correctional agencies have taken advantage of incarcerated people and their families to generate revenue. The bill would clearly establish the Federal Communications Commission’s (FCC) jurisdiction to limit predatory rates for local, intrastate communications as well as fees of all kinds, enabling the FCC to protect families, clergy, and loved ones from unjust and unreasonable rates.

In a letter to state regulators on July 20, 2020, FCC Chairman Pai stated that he has “repeatedly expressed my desire to work with Congress” to address the FCC’s lack of jurisdiction to “address unreasonably and excessively high intrastate inmate calling services rates.” The FCC’s recent vote on August 6 underscores the need for this legislation. While the FCC has reasserted its jurisdiction over most ancillary fees, the Chairman confirmed the FCC does not have authority over intrastate, local rates. The FCC’s analysis found that almost 80 percent of calls to incarcerated people are outside of the FCC’s jurisdiction and that they are “egregiously high.” FCC staff identified instances in which a 15-minute intrastate costs as much as $24.80. In addition—unlike the legislation—the FCC’s proposed lower interstate, long distance rates will not take effect until the end of a lengthy rulemaking.

The bill is rightly named in honor of Ms. Martha Wright-Reed, who campaigned for decades to lower the cost of calls for incarcerated people and their families. This legislation is an act of humanity that will enable families to connect in these trying and tragic times.
We strongly urge adoption of this important legislation.
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